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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
    

MOORE & GILES TO INTRODUCE AN ARRAY OF NEW COLORS IN ITS 
TEMPEST OUTDOOR LEATHER COLLECTION THIS MAY 

New Palette is Designed to Brighten Al Fresco Living while Bringing the 
Comfort and Appeal of Leather Outdoors 

 
FOREST, VA- March 2012 -Moore & Giles today announced that it is unveiling a series of 
new bright and eye-catching colors in its Tempest outdoor leather collection this May. 
Originally launched in 2011 as a more neutral collection, Tempest represents a new 
generation of leather that provides all the comfort and appeal of leather furniture, but 
that is suitable for outdoor living. 
 
Handcrafted in an artisan tannery in the South of France on Buffalo hides, Tempest is a 
full grain, semi aniline leather with a unique finishing system that leaves its surface 
impervious to the elements. Each hide is also hand polished during tanning to create a 
beautiful tipping effect that highlights this leather’s distinctive natural grain. Hides will 
average 24-26 square feet. 
 
The array of 14 new rich and fashionable colors that will be available in May include 
Palm, Pool, Hosta, Mango, Lush, Lupine, Lapis, Lobelia, Cornflower, Azalea, Redbud, 
Scarlet, Pansy and Papaya. 
 
About Moore & Giles 
Founded in 1933 in Lynchburg, Va., Moore & Giles is dedicated to designing and 
developing the world’s most innovative and luxurious natural leathers.  

 
We take pride in the long-term relationships we have cultivated with fine artisan 
tanneries worldwide. Not only is it incredibly inspiring, it allows us to design and 
deliver an unparalleled array of natural leathers with the highest level of quality, 
craftsmanship and originality.  
 
From the lobbies and guestrooms of the top hotels, to the interiors of celebrated 
restaurants, to the spaces within artfully designed homes, our leathers grace some of 
the most exciting and exclusive design projects around the world.  
 
Open the virtual door to Moore & Giles’ entire collection of leathers at 
www.mooreandgilesinc.com 
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